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ABSTRACT'

One of the most important roles of change agents is to provide

assistance and support to people involved in planning and implementing

innovations. Such support can help eliminate or reduce many of the

barriers to change which have been described in the research literature

Multiple kinds, sources, and functions of support were identified through

intensive field research on five innovation projects. In each, a committee

which included teachers and others was engaged in innovation planning and

implementation; the support provided to them will be described here.

The kinds of support included money; logistical and clerical assis-

tance; knowledge, skills, and resource materials; exertion of authority;

and gestures of assurance. The sources of support were school and dis-

trict administration offices, external assistance agencies, and state

departments of education. Support seemed to have four distinct functions:

(1) it reduced the demands which pre-implementation training and planning

placed on teachers, primarily by enabling those activities to occur dur-

ing school hours, (72) support prove tia-E11-6-ts with muar-of-the-knowledge,

skills, and Other resources needed for planning, (3) support removed some

of the barriers which would have made implementation difficult or impos--

sible otherwise, and (4 support helped maintain teachers' morale and

motivation at levels sufficiently high for continued participation.



PREFACE.

Research for Better Schools.(RBS) is committed to providing a balanced

program of research, 4evelopment, and technical assistance to educational

agencies in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware region. A major

part of the research element consists of Field Studies projects. One of

thosa projects focuses on two of RBS' development efforts and the local

schools participating in them. The development projects are creating ap-

'proaches through which external agencies can help schools improve their

curricula and instructional strategies in basic skills and career prepara-

tion. Schools participating in the development hope to improve their own

educational programs. RBS intends to develop approaches and knowledge

which will have generalizable utility.

This is one of several reports on the Field Studies' research. The

five reports being developed in the 1980-81 year are intended to be of

interest to researchers, school practitioners, and those charged with the

operation and staffing''of development and dissemination projects through-

,out-the country. The reports toyer two years of activity it live schools.-

Their purpose is to identify and clarify issues related to the support of

local school improvement. A complete listing 6f-all reports available

from thisproject is found On the inside back cover of this document.

William A. Firestone

Field Studies Coordinator
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SUPPORT FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE:

ITS. FORMS, FUNCTIONS, AND SOURCES

One of the most important roles of change agents is Co provide assis-

tance and support to teachers and others who are engaged in innovation

1 planning and implementation. Studies of educational change have attributed

innovation failure to a number of factors whose effects might be allevi-

ated through the provision of support to innovation participants. Those

factors include: lack of a clear understanding of the innovation, the

absence of skills and abilities to implement it (Gross, Giacquinta, and

Bernstein, 1971), the unavailability of materials and equipment when they

are needed (Charters and Pellegrin, 1973; Gross, 1979), lack of time to

learn about and plan the innovation, insufficient motivation to exert the

effort required (House, 1974), and policies and procedures that impede

implementation. Yet, recent reviews of the change. literature indicate

that relatively little is known about innovation support (Fullan, 1980;

Miles, 1980; Sieber, 1979). Little is known about the forms that support

can take and the functions that different forms of support serve. And,

it is not altogether clear what kinds of support come from change agents

inside the system, such as principals. and centraloffice staff, or from

external change agents.

This paper, is an attempt to describe the functions of support which

was provided to five committees of teachers who were 'engaged in innovation

Planning and implementation. "Support" refers here to assistance from. out-

Side the committees. The kinds and sources of support which served each

function will also be described here. The kinds of support included

money; logistical and Clericalassistancs; knowledge, skills, and



resource materials; exertion of authority; and moral assurance. The

sources of support were school and district administration offices, ex-

ternal assistance agencies, and state departments of education. Support

seemed to have four distinct functions. It reduced the demands which

pre-implementation training and planning processes placed on teachers,

primarily by enabling those activities to occur during school hodrs;

'provided teachers with much of the knowledge, skills, and other resources

needed for planning; removed some of the barriers which would have made

implementation difficult or impossible otherwise; and helped maintain

teachers' morale and motivation at levels sufficiently high for continued

participation in the projects.'

PROCEDURES

The data reported here are from an intensive 11/2 year study of edu-.

cational change projects in five schools. The study was conducted by

researchers from a regional educational laboratory, Research for Better

Schools (RBS). Field research' methods were used. Each member of a re

search team was responsible for one or two sites and spent approximately,

one day at each site each week. The researchers attended project meet-

ings, interviewed participants and--to a lesser extent--other school

staff, attended various meetings and other functions at the schools, and

interacted informally with participants, linking agents, and others.

For the most part, data collection was relatively unstructured. How-

ever, two or three focused interviews were conducted with each participant.

Also, a questionnaire was administered, demographic data were collected,.



and some docuMents were examined, although those data sources were used

minimally in the findings reported here. Field notes were recorded after

each site visit; a computerized indexing-system made the notes readily

accessible'to all members of the research team.

The study was iterative and hypothesis-generating; the research

questions became more focused as time progressed. The researchers' ob-

servations and interpretations were discussed throughout the year, both

informally and through meetings scheduled to discuss theoretical and

methodological issues. Data were sometimes also discussed with linking

agents and school administrators. The researchers read each other's

field notes., Initial drafts of papers were submitted to other members

of the research Lem for reactions; revised versions were submitted to

RBS linking agents and other employees. Final versions were, then written.

The five schools participated in projects developed ,collaboratively

by the schools and RBS, organizational units which were separate from the

researchers' unit.- Three elementary schools were involved in basic skills

projects through which they worked with employes of one organizational

unit of RBS; two secondary schools were involved in career education

projects through which they worked with employees of another RBS unit.

The innovation approaches used in the two units differed, from one another,

but a committee of teachers and administrators at each school worked'

with a linking agent from RBS.

*
Although the innovations will be described briefly here, this

analysis is limited to.the provision of support to participating teachers

in five sites. For more information about the innovations, the reader
should consult Career Preparation Component (1979), Graeber (1980),'and

Helms (1980).



The intentof the basic skills innovation was to help teachers use

the results of educational research. Participants gathered classroom

data, compared them to research data on the ret tionships between class-

room variables-and achievement test scores, and subsequently identified

and implemented changes which would hopefully raise achievement test

scores by manipulating classroom variables. The data collection proce-

dures were rather elaborate; RBS employees developed extensive training

materials and spent considerable time training teachers in the use of

the procedures. During the first one and one-half years of the project;

the time covered by this paper, two sets ofjclassroom variables were

examined--time on task and two content variables, prior learning and

instructional overlap. Time on task is the time students actually spent

working on the basic skills. Prior learning refers to the relationship

between what students have mastered and what is needed to help them learn

new content; instructional overlap is the overlap between content actually

taught and content included on criterion instruments such as standardized

or locally-constructed achievement tests. The materials used in the

projects studied here were in a developmental phase; on the basis of

experience with theprOject, the materials. would be revised. RBS basis

skills employees 'attempted to reduce the complexity of the materials be-

fore using them in sdbiequent sites. The extent to which revisions in

materials will reduce or-otherwise .change the need for various kinds of

innovation support is, of course, not known at this point.

The career, education innovation was primarily a process through

which a committee of teachers, administrators, and others worked with an

-4-



RBS linking agent to develop a program designed to meet the needs and

preferences of that school and community. Basically, the committee in

each school adopted a career'education philosophy and goals, surveyed

school faculty members and students to assess their preferences regarding

career education goals and impressions of the extent to which the goals

were being addressed, surveyed community members to assess their goal

preferences, and developed plans for implementation. Teachers on the

committee then conducted a nine-week field trial of implementation activ-

ities.

KINDS, SOURCES, AND FUNCTIONS OF SUPPORT

Support provided to innovation participants appeared to be critical

the successful accomplishment of such project activities as meetings

to train teachers in the basic skills procedures or to plan career edu-,

cation programs, observations of classrooms to collect basic skills data,

and the writing of classroom activities for, career education. The amount

of support which was given to*participants varied by site. The provision

of support was constrained by such things as resources available, other

commitments of administrators, extent of administrative authority, ad-

ministrator/community beliefs about remunerating teachers for planning

classroom activities, perceived importance of the.project, and relation-

ships between administrators and teachers.

Although the provision of support-to innovation participants has often

been perceived as the responsibility of school adMinistrators;, other im-

portant sources of support are often available. In the projects described

10



here, much of the support was provided by school administrators, but link-

ing agencies were also very critical sources of support. RBS linkers gen-

erally instigated the. actions which kept the process moving at each school;

they took primary responsibility for scheduling project activities and

for moving from one stage of the process to. the next. RBS linkers pro-

vided most of the knowledge, skills, and resource materials needed to plan

and implement the innovations.
*

Linking agents from intermediate service

agencies participated in,two of the basic skills projects; one of those

linkers prdifided substantial support for the innovation, primarily money

for 'substitute teachers and assistance in the training of participants.

As will be seen, linking agents were also important sources of other-kinds

of support. Other sources of support included school district central

offices and state';departments of education.

The support which was provided to participants in the projects de-

scribed here served four basic functions: (4) process facilitation, (b)

knowledge transfer, (c) barrier removal, and (d) morale maintenance. Each

.function will be discussed below. In addition,.the kinds and sources of

. support which served each function will be described, as will the problems

encountered in the provision or receipt of support. These are summarized

. 4in Figure 1.

Corbett (1980) pcovides a more extensive discussion of the roles
of linking agents.



Function Kinds

Process facilitation

Knowledge transfer

Barrier removal

Morale preservation

Released time or remuneration

Avangements for project activities

Clerical assistance

Training in procedures

Introduction to content area.

Suggestions for decision alternatives

or instructional strategis

Resource materials

Revision or suspension of .policies or

practices

Verbal encouragement

Indications of project's importance

and likely continuance

'Mediation between conflicting groups

Reduction in demands of innovation,

Recegnition via newSletters,'conferences,

% ttc.

,Support, serving other functions

Sources Obstacles, Problems

Administrators

Linking Agents

State departments

of education,

Linking agents

Administrators

Outside, ax*ts

State departments

of education

Administrators

Linking agents

Wnistrators

Lack of funds

Imposition on other terIchers

Absence from classroom

Preparation for substitutes

Lack of confidence in sub-.

Stitutes

Time requirements

Difficulty level

Lack of necessary authority

Fear of setting precedent

Other priorities

Lack of awreness of need

or of symbolism in.aCtios

Tension between reducin;;

demands :nd mainfainin;

technical integrity

Tension between providir,;

',guidance and dominati4

Existing factions

Figure .1(1. The functiOns'ofinnovation support, the.kindi
'anesources,of.support serving each function,

and obsticles. to the provision or receipt of ,support. ,



Process Facilitation

A major function of innovation support was to facilitate the processes

of training/planning and implementation. This function was served by

financial and logistical support which reduced the demands of participation- -

released time for teachers to attend planning meetings or prepare for imple-

mentation, logistical support for various project activities, and clerical

assistance.

The major form.of support in this category was the release of partici-

pants from classroom teaching assignments to attend project meetings during

school hours. In two of the schools, substitute teachers were hired to

release teachers for full-day or half-day meetings; money for this purpose

was provided by the intermediate service agency in one site end 'by the

district in the other site. In two other schools, classes-were covered by

nonparticipating teachers who either proctored participants' classes dur-

ing free periods or taught partieipantst students in-spaCe adjacentto

their own, in an open space school;

school administrative offices.

arrangements were'made by personnel-of

In the fifth-site, project,meetings.were
.

.,"

held 'after school and participin;s received 'academic credit (initially). or.

remunerafion-(later) for the.r.time; money from a state department grant

was Used for that puragse;:;

. ,
-The.provision of released time.or remuneration, was important to

teachers' continued participation. Ooth Innovations required considerable

time from participants, grimarily for receiving training In the basic

skills process and for planning career education programs. Teadhers in

every site at least occasionally considered the projects too demanding of

yl



their time. If they had been required to donate their own time, it is

likely that quite a few would have withdrawn from the projects.

Releasing participants-from-teaching-duties-was-probably preferable-to

remuneration; at the site where participants were not released, project at-

,

tivities had to be severely reduced for several months when teachers became

very concerned about demands on their time. However, the practice of re-

leasing teachers itself became problematic at times, aside from the obvious

financial problems. Project activities were intensified from time to time,

requiring that teachers be released frequently. Participants became con-

cerned about the amount of, time they spent awayfrom_their classrooms.

This concern was 'aggravated by skepticism about, the -quality of substitute

teachers, insufficient advance notice to- allow teachers to plan for substi-

tutes, and a few complaint's from parents. Non-participants sometimes-7

:resented having-to_relinquish planning time,or to assume other responsi-

bilities of participants. During times of intensified project activities,,

some participants commented that they would rather be paid to attend

evening or weekend. meetinga.'than4have to,miss so many classes.
- ,

A second form of support which facilitated the innovation process

involved making"arangements for project activitiesf scheduling meetings,

reserving meeting rooms, notifying5partidipants, providing refreshments,

. -,
,

and so forth. This kind of support was generally provided by principals'

or their designees.. Other fdrms,of support in this category included de,-,

veloping meeting' agendas and leading project meetings; these,,taSka were



:

generally shared by'linkers and administrators. Support was sometimes

'provided in scheduling and conductIng\basic.skills observations. Although

--support-in-this category may seem-to-be'\relatively insignificant; its-ab-

sence disrupted the. smooth flow, ofproject activities. Meetings started

,late and with increased tension because teachers either had not received

or had not .read meeting notices or substitutes, or proctors arrived late.

'Principals either did not or could not suspend other responsibilities and,

were summoned from meetings, leaving participants without needed guidance.
. \

The third form:of support which facilitated the innovation process was

the,proviSion of clerical, assistance...' Clerical support was especially

provided to participants in"theLcareer education project. _Numerous drafts

of various'planning dbcuments were typed, Final versions were typed and

printed. Survey forms were typed;;, results were, tabulated. This support

was-provided by-VBS. Clerical support facilitated.the innovation process

by reduCingthe de participantsarticiOants and Allowing the prncess to proceed

moreraPidly:
01.

Knowledge Transfer

A second Major function of innovation support was to help participat-

ing teachers acquire the knowledge, skills', and resources needed. for proj-
,

ect planning and implementation. This kind of,support was very important

\the success of both innovations; knowledge' transfsx was fundamental to

: I

both. The basic-skills innovatIondhciuded,.as a major component technical

processes which teacheisTrobAblY could not have mastered without help;

the career education innovation` was in a content area in whichmcist teachers;..



had little knowledge and few resources. Most knowledge. transfer support

was.provided by RBS linkers although, as will be described, some support

was provided by others.

As-mentioned-previously; extensive-training-indata-collection and

analysis procedures used in the basic skills project was required. In

fact, most project medUngs were devoted to training teachers in the

procedures. The training primarily involved helping teachers understand

the technical basis of the procedures and instructing teachers in the

collection and analysis of data.

Knowledge transfer support to participants in the basic skills proj-

ect also included various kinds of resources which were used for planning

sand implementation. The resources included materials containing in-
,

structions in the use of the basic skills procedures and forms for re-
,

cording data;lists'of strategies which might be used to increase time

on task and curriculum .overlap;" research
,
information about the effective'-

ness cf various strategies; and a few teaching materials.
7t, L

Knowledge transfer support was provided primarily by RBS. Employees

s

in the basic skills unitAeveloPed, the procedures, the training materials

in using the procedUres, and informationOn ;strategies for changing time

on task and overlap. RBS. linkers provided most of the-train

ing in the use of thepr6ceduree, thoigh others frequently assisted...

Other RBS basic skills employees sometimes attended-project meetings and

helped with-the training. Other people, such as linkerb.,from Intermediate



service agencies, school and district administrators, and teachers on

a pre-planning team, also assisted with the training. In one site

the RBS linker routinely went through each stage of the prodess three 1

times- -once to train.the intermediate service agencylinker and school.

.

. principal, once to train three, teachers who were members of a local

pre-planning team, and once to train the larger group:of participants.

After each group was trainedi it assisted with the training of succeeding

groups. RBS initially intended that a more substantial portion of the

training would beconducted by others; however, some eXperiencedAlifficulty

mastering the technical materials,SUfficiently to serve as training leaders.
. . ,

.

Knowledge transfer support to basic, skills participants was limited .

.primarily to trainingAm the procedures and suggestions regarding various
. . .

,

strategies' which might be implemented. Teachers,weregiyen little guid

ance in the,implemeniation of strategies, 'although mosidid pot'need,Sutil
. . - 1

..,,,., guidance. Bowever',.many'teachers in one school decided.to us&behaviOr
..... : . .:

'

,,A

modification techniques v,i:hOut haying much knowledge; about. to usehow

'.- :t.

theM; somepeople felp that the techniques had limited effeCtiveness,_ .

, ,- . .

cr because ofteacherSit:lack of knowledge
,,, 1

In.the career education prOject, several of knowledge were

transferred to teachers. BackgrOund information, about career education

was given to participants thrOughout tile period of project planning; most

4d had relatively little previous.inVolveMentwithiCareer.education. Par-

tIcipAnts learned about career education as they.discussed and madeAecisiOnS



regarding such things as the philosophy, goals, and approaches which would

be used in their programs. This information was providtd by RBS linkers,

who often presented it in the form of decision alternatives. For example,

when career education goals were discussed, linkers distributed copies

of goals.which had been compiled. from various sources. .Participants at

each site then selected goals, revising them as needed. Objectives and-
/

instructional.approacheS were seleCtedsimilarly.

Many career education resources were shared with participants. Most

of the resources were either descriptions of other career education programs

or published.instructional materials. The resources' were especially useful

whenteachers planned classroom activities. RBS linkers took many re-

.

sources to the siteS., The linkers also made aVailable huMan resources who
.

.

. .

brought additional material resoUrces.° The .human resources were primarily
ri .

,
.

,other RBS career education employees and a state department of educatiOn
,.,.

,41
-

employee who bad access to many career eduCatiOn materials. Sometime§ par-
.

4
ticipants were simply made aware of resources by being shown 'them or told

about-them; sometimes the resources were'given to parttcipants or lept

to them for extendedperiodsoftiMe.r Another source:ot :resource support

was a funding grant from:the state department- of edUCation, Among,other

things, the gtant was used topurchase'materials. Gtant propCsals'were

.

writtenby, an RBS



Barrier Removal-

A third function of innovation support was to remove or reduce obsta-

cles to project planning and implementation. The kinds of support which

served this function were administrative decisions which changed or tem-

porarily suspended school or district policies-or raCtiec1S--for example,

customs against paying,teachers,for planning'classrooth activities during

'after-school.hours, especially hours which may have been scheduled by

teachers individually; schedules which reduced the amoLat of time that

might other..ise have been devoted to productiVe learning;- and unofficial

deterrents to student learning experiences with or in the community. The

sources of this kind of support wereoschool'and district'administrators.

HoWever, administrators eiEher. Aid not or could not always 'provide'sup-

'port which might have contributed.to planning and implementation.
., _ t ; .

Barriers to innovation in both career education schools inCluded

- -1
-...

. ,

procedural:barriers to. paying teachers for Writing classroom activities

In one school, It was customary tp give teachers additional pay for'

curriculum development pnly if it occurred during the summer.,' Curricu-
S 5

1

lum development work done'during the schoOl year was°considered part.'

of normal contractual expettations. 'Administrators decided;not to waive

thiS Custom. for the career education project, thus refusing to provide

- ,

barrier removal Support, They did not want to set a.precedent, particu-

larly for something they.Considered as peripheral as career'eduCatiOn.

:Xhis.occurred despaleethe availability of-money from-a'sfate grant, for

,

'this purpose and thecthreat that aleast,One teacher might withdraw.



from the project if he/she were not paid for writing activities.. In the

other career education school, teachers could receive extra pay for

curriculum development during the school year; however, it was expected

that the group would work in the school at a scheduled time. The class-

room activities were written individually; teachers preferred working at

times and places convenient for them. Despite some initial resistance

to setting aside this expectation, administrators eventually agreed to

pay teachers for working individually.

An important barrier to'achieving one of the goals of the basic

skills innoVation4 increasing the amount of time duiing which students

were productively engaged in basic skills instrUction, was that schedules-" -
.

,
.

established outside. ilidividual'classrooms impinged
,

on instruction:". For
.

.4,.. . .

example,,instructiOal time was often lost'When students were removed

from classrooms for supplemental.pr remedial inttruction; this was
.:' .

especially problematic when studdnts were removed from a'particular

.
, ,.,

clasSroom et*ky different times. The schedules for activities taught-,
,

by specialists (e.g., library, art, music, and physical education)-were

/sometimes seen_ as disruptive, especially when such activities were

schedule&dUringyounvstudentsmost,alert morning hours and left'the

less/productive afternoon hours for batic,skills instruction: Adminis-
,

trators schools made some changes which were designed

o impr6-theSe Conditions. Such support was quite important, to many



teachers. Some seemed to feel that they had done all they could to in-

crease engaged time; further progress was dependent on scheduling changes

which were beyond their authority.

There were several other kinds of support within this category which

would have removed various barriers to planning and implementation; this

support was not provided. RBS career education employees considered it

important that communities be involved in career education; it was hoped

that community members would participate in program planning and that the

programs would include pi-Ovisions which enabled. students to'work in the cora-
,

mUnities: Howeyer,communityvarticipation in program planning was minimal

and"both schools reSisted program components which involved sending.stu-
, .

dents out into .the communities: Another kind of support which might have

been,provided was to relieve participants of expectations regarding the

coverage of particular curriculum content. 'This kind f'support,might

have reduced the pressures felt by participanta, but was not even men-
.

tioned; perhaps it was seen as potentially provoking, resistance to the

project. A similar kind of support which one teacher sough:-. was-release

from, dome extra-classroom.duties so that more time would be available

for planning; this was denied as precedent-setting.

The.provision of barrier removal support was, of course, quite'impor-,

tant to'successful planning and implementationI without it,.impediments to
-. ,

change remained. Yet, it.was frequently delaYed,,denied, or rather grudg-

ingly provided. As mentioned above, this kind of support-was provided,



1-,

necessarily, by school and district administrators; only they had the

authority to remove the kinds obstacles to project planning .and imple-

mentation which are of concern here. Sometimes,it was relatively easy for

administrators to make changes without seriously disrupting other parts of

the system. At other times, changes needed by the project were not within

the authority of the administrators involved in the project; the changes

required superintendent or school board approval. Perhaps most frequently,

other factors made it difficult for administrators to provide barrier re-

moval support for the projects.
)

The other factors which limited barrier' removalsupOort generally

nvolvedadministrative Consideration of

, .

other_regponsibilities. The Innovation,

.

the innovationsiin relation to

unit inv011iedln a particular.action was

to t e'total domain of an adMinistratOr's

the participantgroup, or the,

generally small in comparison

authority. Administrators

sometimes resisted changes which would have disrupted a large Segment

. . ,

of the system; For example ,, scheduling changes generally were not-made-
.

A , .. ,- .
,

.

until ;:the beginning of a new Sthool year when they wouldbe least disrup-
.

tive, Administrators feared that some of the actions' would set precedenig/'
. .. .4...

which were incompatible with school or digttict Philosophy. .:The adminis

' c !

r4ora in one careeteducation school were especially concerned about

this.,They might have been more willing'to risk

they'cohsidered career education a major element

, ttwever, theY-Censidered it peripheral.

setting precedents had

curriculum;of the



The absence of sufficient barrier removal support is likely to be-

come a more serious problem as time progresses. As the career education

projects move from a field trial stage to implementation and especially

as they are expanded to other classes and teachers, the conflict between

implementing career education activities and covering regular curriculum

content will become more serious. As additional variables, and in one

site additional teachers, become involved in the basic skills project it

may become more important that administrative changes are not delayed

until the beginning of a new school year:

Morale-Preservation

A-fourth major function of innovation support was to intermittently'

restore participant morale. In some sites, this function was crucial 'to

projectcontinuance; teachers sometimes threatened to withdrdW when

project:ot otherdemands becaMe too great or when too many tensions

existed. The major kind of suppdrt which helpedpreserVe moral was

verbal encouragement. Process adjustments which helped reduce frustra-

tion dministrative'presence at'project meetings were other-forms

oral support, ,as. were linking agency newsletters describing individual

projects_and occasional conferences or. meetings` which brought participants

froth different sites .together. The other three functiond of innovation

support -- process facilitation, knoWledge.transfer, And barrier removal --

were closely related to morale preservation. Innovation support which

primarily served other functions tended to also help preserve morale;



the absence or inadequacy of other kinds of support tended:to lower

Moral support was provided by administrators, _.RBS and, intermorale .

mediate service agency linkers, and by teachers to each other.

Several conditions made moral support necessary to teachers' con!,

tinued willingness to participate in the project. Teachers received few

rewards for their efforts. Both innovations required considerable time.

The difficulty level of the basic skills training materials was sometimes'

too high for some teachers. Tensions existed between teachers and ad-

ministrators in some sites; the-tensions preceded the projects, but the

projects brought people into closer.contact with one another, increasing

or accentuating the tensions,

Tensions betweenteachers and administrators varied across sites

and over time; some tensions existed in nearly every site. Jt,was, of

course, impossible' to completely shield projects "from such tensions;

prpjects-included both teachers and adminiStrators. From time-tOtime-

tensions rose .to such a:level that the effective participation' of 'softie

teachers, individdally or in groups, was threatened. At such tithet,

RBS linkers, attempted to reduce the tensions, often by serving as.

mediators between teachers and administrators, or by'adjusting the process

to reduce or change the nature of the-interaction'between teachers and

administrators.

As mentioned previously; both innovations were sometimes quite demand

ifig:of teachers' time. This problem was sometimes heightenedJurther

* r
For more information about proce, adjustmentsi see Donner (19.80.Y.



because time demands from other 'sources increased almost simultaneously.

When this.occurred, RBS linkers,and school administrators usually attempted

to reduce the time demands. For example, in two basic skills sites the

number of classroom observations,was cut drastically. In the third basic

skills site project activities were severely reduced for several months.
0

The career education linkers performed tasks which might otherwise have

been performed by the participant group. The linkers'submitted draft

versions of materials or decision alternatives to participants..

The difficulty level of the basic skills materials sometimes seemed

to lower teacher morale. Sometimes teachers had difficulty categorizing

observed student behaviors, completing forms, or performing calculations.

Several sources, of moral support were.available when teachers had problems

with materials. RBS linkerr.and other employees tended to be'quite help-

ful, explaining something a second or third time, providing clues or other

guidance which would increase the likelihood of initial mastery of mater-

ials, or revising procedures to make them less difficult. School and

district administrators, intermediate service agency linkers, and planning

team members frequently offered assistance and encouragement.

Teachers sometimes became apprehensive about project continuance or

expansion to others. Teachers seemed to consider the successful progres-

sion of the projects as quite dependent on the continued help. Of RBS

linkers. It was not always clear that RBS linkers would be available



beyond the immediate future.
*

Teachers were not confident that adminis-

trators would support the, projects sufficiently for them to continue dftei

the'linkers left. Understandably, teachers were hesitant to commit them-
.,

selves to a program that might be discontinued after the end of the school.

year.; Several teachers in the career education project initially thought

that their Participation in planning would later contribute to their aca-

demic departmenta when the project was expanded and other teachers used

materials prepared. by the planning team. However, when it became apparent

that the project would not be expanded to all teachers in the foreseeable

future--because administrators-did not .plan to mandate career education or

write it into, the curriculum and relatively few teachers were likely to

adopt it otherwise - -these participants felt that their efforts were rather

'futile. The activities would be used in their own classrooms but probably

not in many others. Relatively little moral support was provided to assure

teachers of project continuance, partly because there was little awareness

.
of the need for such supOort and partly because linkers themselves were

not always confident that. the projects would continue beyond the predict-

able future,

The moral support which was. provided when continued participation was
.

threatened usually' prevented withdrawal from the'projecta; however',. such

. .

support, often did not stimulate enthusiOtic. participation. Several factors

contributed to this. 'Administrators and linkers were not always aware of

Occassionelly linkers told partiCipants that their (the linker's)
continued availabilitynwas doubtful; sometimes' linkers Bald very little

about future plans and partiCipants inferred that the linker's assistance

was ,of limited duration.
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the need for moral support; teachers were often reluctant toaxpiess their.

insecurities and dissatisfactions Sometimes actions which teachers might

have interpreted as evidence of moral support were perceived by others

as rather inconeequential: For'e*ample, administrators'. absence from

meetings was viewed as lack of support; administrators were sometimes so'

willing to let other things interfete that it Appeated they.considered:,

their own presence rather unimportant.

Linkers experienced:tension between providing enough guidance or

process adjustment to ensure continued.participation and maintaining the

'techniCal integrity of the materials or' avoiding becoming so directive

thatparticipants' sense of project. ownership would be seriously diminished.

Administrators may have ..xperienced a similar tension, between obviously .

aupportinithe project and dominating it.

Pre-existing tensions between some teacher's and administrators made

it difficult for the administrators to provide support. Sb much tension

existed in some sites that teachers were not very receptive to moral

support from administrators. In some sites, teachers participated more

freely when administrators were not in the meeting room. One participant

group included an ever-changing number of administrators,.the principal

and staff of the central office and intermediate service agency, who

sometimes out- numbered teachers.. Sometimes linkers 'could not provide

moral support to.teachers without seeming to align themselves with teach-

ers and against administrators, thus jeopardizing relationships with

administrators.



SUMMARY AND FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

Many forms_of innovation support were 'described here: financial,

.logistical, knowledge, authoritative, and moral:' Each kind of support

seemed:very important to the successful development and implementation
..

of the educational change projects studied here. The support served

four dittinct functions: (1) proCess facilitation, (2) knowledge transfer,

(3) barrier removal, and(4) morale preservation.

The process facilitation,functiOnwas-derved by the kinds of support

,which helped the..innovation,process.flow more smoothly and with fewer de-

mands on participants than otherwise. .Financial astistancefromState de

partments of education, intermediate service agencies, and district offices

.made it possible to hire substitute teachers so that participants could

work,on projects . during sChobl hourt or to pay participants for working on

projects at other tithes. Logistical support included arranging .for other

teachert to cover particiPants classrooms so that they could attend

project'meetings, Making arrangements for meetings, and, scheduling various

Project activities. Clerical support reduced the demandslm participantS.

The InoWledge trantfer; functiOn helped. teachers. acquire the knowledge,

skills, and resources needed to-plan

linkers helped participants

or implement the innovations. RBS

aCqUite knowledge and tkilis,during planning

.

or training sessions. '.Some trainees later helped. provide knowledge enppo#

to-,otherp,brrattisting sUbsequent.training. Ropt4.06i or at leatten-:

-23-



awareness oftheir existence, were provided by RBS or.4t state department.

employee or were'purchased throtigh-state'department:grants.

The barrier..removal function was served.by administrative actions,

which eliminated or reduced obstacles to project planning and implementa-

'tion1,57 changing or temporarily suspendingselected school or'district

policies or practices. Various kinds of organizational barriers have

frequently been perceived as serious impediments to the successful achieve--.

ment Of educaiional change.

The morale preservatidp function helped'encourage continued.partici-
.

pation when demands or tensions became so high that withdrawal was threat-

ened. Moral support was provided by administrators and by linking agents

from.RBS and intermediate service agencies.

Not only were there multiple sources of support:. but the source of

a particular kind of support sometimes varied'among sites, For example,.

funds to pay substitutes or remunerate teachers came from the district

office in one site, the intermediate service agency in another, and the

state department of education in two others. Sometimes one source

pensated for another. The role of one administrator was to conduct

project meetings but he freqd4tly left the meetings, usually to handle

emergencies or attend other meetings;.when this occurred, the linker

conducted the meetings.

The need for many kinds of support was anticipated in:advance and built

into the projects by RBS. Provisions for knowledge transfer and process



4..
. "

a

faCilitation support were made during initial planning stages., Administra-

tors were asked to participate in prOjeotai their willingness to support the

project would then be apparent, 61 teachers and administrators Would be

able to be informed of the need for support as it arose and make'arrange-

ments,for it.' Proposals were written to obtain state funds to purchase

materialsor remunerate teachers; The need for some kinds of support be-.

came apparent only as projects reached point where the support was

portant. This.frequently occurred with'moralsupPort. It was difficult

or impossible to anticipate in advance that teachers would have difficulty

--_-4
mastering selected portions of the basic Skills materials, that.projects

andOutside forces would place many time demands or other preesures on par-,

titipante, orthat tensions in a school:Would accelerate and interfere

with the project.

In addition. to providing support themselves, RBS linkers sometimes

played substantial roleein arranging"for others to provide support ,Dur-

invinitial negotiation and planning etages,RBS'linkera strongly recom=

mended that administrators actively participate in the projects and that

teachers, be released froM teaching aSsignments to partiCipate. RES tareerl,

edbcation linkers helped apply for the grants from stateddepartments

education:and made arrangements for presentations about resources by a

'.state department eMployee. In one site, teacher's wanted, their efforts to
'

e acknowledged by administrators; the linkerarranged this.

Theextent to which.the support which was provided performed the

Various function's varied. Financial and logistical support was generally



adequate. to facilitate the planning and implementation processes. However,

money was not available to pay aubstitutel and could not be used to fully

remunerate teachers in ona site;: that projeCt eventually had to be ser-

HiouSly curtailed, Also tensions frequently arose in another site be-

arrangements for meetings and other prOject activities had not:been:

adequate, -and teachers in two other sites needed more than the allotted

time to prepare project activities. Knowledge support was, sufficientfOr.

mOst,puiposes but, in general, teachers could not have used all of the

:.innovation procedures independently, The most problematic type of sup-

:

port was the eicertion.of authority, to remove or reduce obstacles: to proj-

ect planning or impleMentation.. The lack of barrier removal supPOit'has

not seriously:iMpaded project progress thus far but might becOme. more

:.0roblematic as projects are expanded. .Moral support has generally been
a'

,adequate for continued participation, but has not always stimulated enthus-

iastic participation.
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